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We report a measurement of the branching fractions of B! D‘ ‘ decays based on 417 fb1 of data
collected at the ð4SÞ resonance with the BABAR detector at the PEP-II eþe storage rings. Events are
selected by fully reconstructing one of the B mesons in a hadronic decay mode. A fit to the invariant mass
differences mðDðÞÞ mðDðÞÞ is performed to extract the signal yields of the different D states. We
observe the B! D‘ ‘ decay modes corresponding to the four D states predicted by heavy quark
symmetry with a significance greater than 5 standard deviations including systematic uncertainties.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.101.261802 PACS numbers: 13.20.He, 12.38.Qk, 14.40.Nd
Semileptonic B decays to orbitally excited P-wave
charm mesons (D) are of interest for several reasons.
Improved knowledge of the branching fractions for these
decays is important to reduce the systematic uncertainty in
the measurements of the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa [1]
matrix elements jVcbj and jVubj. For example, one of the
leading sources of systematic uncertainty on jVcbj mea-
surements from B! D‘ ‘ decays [2] is the limited
knowledge of the background due to B! D‘ ‘ [3].
The D mesons contain one charm quark and one light
quark with relative angular momentum L ¼ 1. According
to Heavy Quark Symmetry (HQS) [4], they form one
doublet of states with angular momentum j  sq þ L ¼
3=2 ½D1ð2420Þ; D2ð2460Þ and another doublet with j ¼
1=2 ½D0ð2400Þ; D01ð2430Þ, where sq is the light quark spin.
Parity and angular momentum conservation constrain the
decays allowed for each state. The D1 and D

2 states decay
through a D-wave to D and DðÞ, respectively, and
have small decay widths, while theD0 andD
0
1 states decay
through an S-wave to D and D and are very broad.
B! D‘ ‘ decays constitute a significant fraction of
B semileptonic decays [5] and may help to explain the
discrepancy between the inclusive B! X‘ ‘ rate and the
sum of the measured exclusive decay rates [5–7]. The
measured decay properties for B! D‘ ‘ can be com-
pared with the predictions of the Heavy Quark Effective
Theory (HQET) [8]. QCD sum rules [9] imply the strong
dominance of B decays to the narrow D states over those
to the wide ones, while some experimental data show the
opposite trend [10,11].
In this Letter, we present the observation of B semi-
leptonic decays into the four excited D mesons predicted
by HQS and measure the Bð B! D‘ ‘Þ branching
fractions. The analysis is based on data collected with the
BABAR detector [12] at the PEP-II asymmetric-energy
eþe storage rings at SLAC. The data consist of a total
of 417 fb1 recorded at the ð4SÞ resonance, correspond-
ing to approximately 460 106 B B pairs. An additional
40 fb1, taken at a center-of-mass (c.m.) energy 40 MeV
below the ð4SÞ resonance, is used to study background
from eþe ! f fðf ¼ u; d; s; c; Þ continuum events. A
detailed GEANT4-based Monte Carlo (MC) simulation
[13] of B B and continuum events is used to study the
detector response, its acceptance, and to validate the analy-
sis techniques. The simulation describes B! D‘ ‘
decays using the ISGW2 model [14] and nonresonant B!
DðÞ‘ ‘ decays using the model of Goity and Roberts
[15].
We select semileptonic B! D‘ ‘ decays with ‘ ¼
e,  in events containing a fully reconstructed B meson
(Btag), which allows us to constrain the kinematics, reduce
the combinatorial background, and determine the charge
and flavor of the signal B meson. D mesons are recon-
structed in the DðÞ decay modes, and the different D
states are identified by a fit to the invariant mass differ-
ences mðDðÞÞ mðDðÞÞ.
We first reconstruct the semileptonic B decay, selecting
a lepton with momentum p‘ in the c.m. frame larger than
0:6 GeV=c. We search for pairs of oppositely charged
tracks that form a vertex and remove those with an invari-
ant mass consistent with a photon conversion or a0 Dalitz
decay. Candidate D0 mesons that have the correct charge





KþK, þ, and K0SK
0
S channels, and D
þ mesons in





þþ channels. In events with multiple
D‘ combinations, the candidate with the best D-‘ vertex
fit is selected. Candidate D mesons are reconstructed by
combining a D candidate with a pion or a photon in the
Dþ ! D0þ, Dþ ! Dþ0, D0 ! D00, and D0 !
D0 channels. In events with multipleD‘ combinations,
we choose the candidate with the smallest 2 based on the
deviations from the nominal values of theD invariant mass
and the invariant mass difference between the D and the
D, using the resolution measured in each mode.
We reconstruct Btag decays [16] in charmed hadronic
modes B! DY, where Y represents a collection of had-
rons, composed of n1
 þ n2K þ n3K0S þ n40, where
n1 þ n2 ¼ 1, 3, 5, n3  2, and n4  2. Using D0ðDþÞ and
D0ðDþÞ as seeds for Bð B0Þ decays, we reconstruct
about 1000 different decay chains.
The kinematic consistency of a Btag candidate with a B
meson decay is evaluated using two variables: the beam-




, and the en-









c.m. energy, and pB and EB denote the momentum and




energy of the Btag candidate in the c.m. frame. For correctly
identified Btag decays, the mES distribution peaks at the B
meson mass, while E is consistent with zero. We select
Btag candidates in the signal region defined as
5:27 GeV=c2 <mES < 5:29 GeV=c
2, excluding those
with daughter particles in common with the charm meson
or the lepton from the semileptonic B decay. In the case of
multiple Btag candidates in an event, we select the one with
the smallest jEj value. The Btag and the DðÞ‘ candidates
are required to have the correct charge-flavor correlation.
We account for mixing effects in the B0 sample as de-
scribed in Ref. [17]. Cross-feed effects, i.e., Btagð B0tagÞ
candidates erroneously reconstructed as a neutral
(charged) B, are subtracted using estimates from the
simulation.
We reconstruct B ! DðÞþ‘ ‘ and B0 !
DðÞ0þ‘ ‘ decays starting from the corresponding
Btag þDðÞ‘ combinations. We select events with only
one additional reconstructed charged track, correctly
matched to the DðÞ flavor, that has not been used for the
reconstruction of the Btag, the signal D
ðÞ, or the lepton.
DðDÞ candidates are selected within 2 (1:5–2:5, de-
pending on the D decay mode) of the D mass (D D
mass difference), where the resolution  is typically
around 8 ð1–7Þ MeV=c2. For the B0 ! DðÞ0þ‘ ‘ de-
cay, we additionally require the invariant mass difference
mðD0þÞ mðD0Þ to be greater than 0:18 GeV=c2 to veto
B0 ! Dþ‘ ‘ events.
Semileptonic B! D‘ ‘ decays are identified by the
missing mass squared in the event, m2miss ¼ fp½ð4SÞ 
pðBtagÞ  pðDðÞÞ  pð‘Þg2, defined in terms of the par-
ticle four momenta. For correctly reconstructed signal
events, the only missing particle is the neutrino, and
m2miss peaks at zero. Other B semileptonic decays, where
one particle is not reconstructed (feed-down) or is erro-
neously added to the charm candidate (feed-up), exhibit
higher or lower values in m2miss [7]. In feed-down cases
where both a D and a D candidate have been recon-
structed, we keep only the latter candidate.
The m2miss selection criteria are listed in Table I.
The m2miss region between 0.2 and 1 GeV
2=c4 for B!
D‘ ‘ events is dominated by feed-down from B!
Dð! DÞ‘ ‘ semileptonic decays where the soft
pion from the D decay is not reconstructed. In order to
retain these events, we apply an asymmetric cut on m2miss
for these modes. As a cross check, we repeat the analysis
using a symmetric cut on m2miss for each event sample,
obtaining results consistent with the ones presented below.
The signal yields for the B! D‘ ‘ decays are ex-
tracted through a simultaneous unbinned maximum like-
lihood fit to the four mðDðÞÞ mðDðÞÞ distributions.
With the current statistics, validation studies on MC
samples show that our sensitivity to nonresonant B!
DðÞ‘ ‘ decays is limited. Including hypotheses for
these components results in a fitted contribution that is
consistent with zero. Thus, we assume that these nonreso-
nant contributions are negligible. The probability that B!
Dð! DÞ‘ ‘ decays are reconstructed as B!
Dð! DÞ‘ ‘ is determined with the MC simulation
to be 26%(59%) for the Bð B0Þ sample and held fixed in
the fit.
The Probability Density Functions (PDFs) for the D
signal components are determined using MC B!
D‘ ‘ signal events. A convolution of a Breit-Wigner
function with a Gaussian, whose resolution is determined
from the simulation, is used to model the D resonances.
The D masses and widths are fixed to measured values
[5]. We rely on the MC prediction for the shape of the
combinatorial and continuum background. A nonparamet-
ric KEYS function [18] is used to model this component
for the D‘ ‘ sample, while for the D‘ ‘ sample,
we use the convolution of an exponential with a Gaussian
to model the tail from virtual D mesons. The combinato-
rial and continuum background yields are estimated from
data. We fit the hadronic Btag mES distributions for B!
D‘ ‘ events as described in [7], and we obtain the
number of background events from the integral of the
background function in the mES signal region.
Table II summarizes the results from two fits: one in
which we fit the charged and neutral B samples separately,
and one in which we impose the isospin constraints
BðB ! D‘ ‘Þ=Bð B0 ! D‘ ‘Þ ¼ B= B0 . The
latter fit yields a significance greater than 5 standard devi-
ations for all four D states including systematic uncer-
tainties. The results of this fit are shown in Fig. 1.
The D2 contributes to both the D and the D

samples. In the nominal fit, we fix the ratio BðD2 !
DÞ=BðD2 ! DÞ to 2.2 [5]. When we allow this ratio
to float, we obtain 1:9 0:6.
To reduce systematic uncertainties, we measure the
ratios of the Bð B! D‘ ‘Þ branching fractions to the
inclusive B0 and B semileptonic branching fractions. A
sample of B! X‘ ‘ events is selected by identifying a
charged lepton with p‘ > 0:6 GeV=c and the correct
charge correlation with the Btag candidate. In the case of
multiple Btag candidates in an event, we select the one
reconstructed in the decay channel with the highest purity,
defined as the fraction of signal events in the mES signal
region. Background components that peak in the mES
signal region include cascade B meson decays (i.e., the
TABLE I. m2miss selection criteria.
Mode Selection Criteria
B ! Dþ‘ ‘ 0:25<m2miss < 0:25 GeV2=c4
B ! Dþ‘ ‘ 0:25<m2miss < 0:8 GeV2=c4
B0 ! D0þ‘ ‘ 0:2<m2miss < 0:35 GeV2=c4
B0 ! D0þ‘ ‘ 0:15<m2miss < 0:85 GeV2=c4




lepton does not come directly from the B) and hadronic
decays, and are subtracted using the corresponding MC
predictions.
The total yield for the inclusive B! X‘ ‘ decays is
obtained from a maximum likelihood fit to the mES distri-
bution of the Btag candidates, as described in [7]. The fit
yields 198 897 1578 events for the B ! X‘ ‘ sample
and 120 168 1036 events for the B0 ! X‘ ‘ sample.
The ratios Bð B! D‘ ‘Þ=Bð B! X‘ ‘Þ ¼
ðNsig=	sigÞð	sl=NslÞ are obtained by correcting the signal
yields for the reconstruction efficiencies (estimated from
B BMC events). Here, Nsig is the number of B! D‘ ‘
signal events, reported in Table II together with the corre-
sponding reconstruction efficiencies 	sig, Nsl is the B!
X‘ ‘ signal yield, and 	sl is the corresponding recon-
struction efficiency including the Btag reconstruction, equal
to 0.39% and 0.25% for the B ! X‘ ‘ and B0 !
X‘ ‘ decays, respectively. The absolute branching frac-
tions Bð B! D‘ ‘Þ are then determined using the
semileptonic branching fraction Bð B! X‘ ‘Þ ¼
ð10:78 0:18Þ% and the ratio of the B0 and the B life-
times B= B0 ¼ 1:071 0:009 [5].
Numerous sources of systematic uncertainties have been
investigated. The largest uncertainty is due to the determi-
nation of the B! D‘ ‘ signal yields (resulting in 5.5–
17.0% relative systematic uncertainty depending on the
D state). This uncertainty is estimated using ensembles
of fits to the data in which the input parameters are varied
within the known uncertainties in the PDF parameteriza-
tion (0.2–8.7%), the shape and yield of the combinatorial
and continuum background (0.2–10.4%), the modeling of
the broad D states (4.5–13.8%), and the D feed-down
rate (0.5–4.0%). We check that the combinatorial and con-
tinuum background shape is well reproduced by the simu-
lation by verifying that the MC samples of right-sign and
wrong-sign DðÞ combinations have similar shapes, and
that the wrong-sign distribution in the data agrees well with
that in the simulation. We observe an excess of events in
the low invariant mass difference region in the four
samples that is not accounted for by the background
PDF. We study B! DðÞn‘ ‘ (n > 1) decays, that are
not included in our standard MC simulation, as a possible
source of this excess. We use different MC models for
these decays, and, assuming Bð B! DðÞn‘ ‘Þ ¼ ð1
1Þ%, we find that they account for about 30% of the
observed excess. We determine the systematic uncertainty
(0.1–3.2%), included in the yield uncertainty, by repeating
the fit using the different models and varying this back-
ground yield within the assumed branching fraction error.
The uncertainties due to the detector simulation are deter-
mined by varying, within bounds given by data control
samples, the charged track reconstruction efficiency (1.3–
2.0%), the photon reconstruction efficiency (0.2–4.8%), the
lepton identification efficiency (1.2–1.6%), and the recon-
struction efficiency for low momentum charged (1.2%) and
neutral pions (1.3%). We use an HQET model [8] to test
the model dependence of the B! D‘ ‘ simulation
(0.8–2.5%). We include the uncertainty on the branching
fractions of the reconstructedD andD modes (3.0–4.5%),
and on the absolute branching fraction Bð B! X‘ ‘Þ
used for the normalization (1.9%). We also include a
systematic uncertainty due to differences in the efficiency
of the Btag selection in the exclusive selection of B!
D‘ ‘ decays and the inclusive B! X‘ ‘ reconstruc-
tion (4.0–5.6%).
In conclusion, we report the simultaneous observation of
B! D‘ ‘ decays into the four D states predicted by
HQS. The measured branching fractions are reported in
Table II. We find results consistent with Ref. [7] for the
sum of the different D branching fractions. The rate for
TABLE II. Results from the fits to data: the B! D‘ ‘ signal yield, the corresponding reconstruction efficiency, the product of
branching fractions, where the first error is statistical and the second systematic. For the B! D2‘ ‘ decay, we report yields and
product of branching fractions for theD2 ! D decay mode. For the isospin-constrained results (last two columns), the B branching
fraction products are reported. The statistical significances, Sstat, are obtained by computing the difference in the log likelihood
between the nominal fit and the fit in which we fix the different signal components to 0. The significances including the systematic





Decay Mode Yield 	sigð104Þ Bð B! D‘ ‘Þ BðD ! DðÞÞ% StotðSstatÞ B% StotðSsitatÞ
B ! D01‘ ‘ 165 18 1.24 0:29 0:03 0:03 9.9 (12.7) 0:29 0:03 0:03 10.7 (15.2)
B ! D02 ‘ ‘ 97 16 1.44 0:15 0:02 0:02 5.2 (7.3) 0:12 0:02 0:02 5.3 (7.4)
B ! D001 ‘ ‘ 142 21 1.13 0:27 0:04 0:05 5.4 (8.0) 0:30 0:03 0:04 6.4 (10.0)
B ! D00 ‘ ‘ 137 26 1.15 0:26 0:05 0:04 4.5 (5.8) 0:32 0:04 0:04 6.1 (8.3)
B0 ! Dþ1 ‘ ‘ 88 14 0.70 0:27 0:04 0:03 7.0 (8.4)
B0 ! Dþ2 ‘ ‘ 29 13 0.91 0:07 0:03 0:02 (<0:12@90%CL) 2.0 (2.5)
B0 ! D0þ1 ‘ ‘ 86 18 0.60 0:31 0:07 0:05 4.6 (5.8)
B0 ! Dþ0 ‘ ‘ 142 26 0.70 0:44 0:08 0:06 4.7 (6.0)




the D narrow states is in good agreement with recent
measurements [19]; the one for the broad states is in
agreement with DELPHI [11] but does not agree with the
D01 limit of Belle [10]. The rate for the broad states is found
to be large. If these broad states are indeed due to B!
D01‘ ‘ and B! D0‘ ‘ decays, this is in conflict with
the expectations from QCD sum rules.
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FIG. 1 (color online). Fit to the mðDðÞÞ mðDðÞÞ distribu-
tion for (a) B ! Dþ‘ ‘, (b) B ! Dþ‘ ‘,
(c) B0 ! D0þ‘ ‘, and (d) B0 ! D0þ‘ ‘: the data
(points with error bars) are compared to the results of the overall
fit (sum of the solid distributions). The PDFs for the different fit
components are stacked and shown in different colors.
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